Leads Module
Improve qualification rates and nurture leads.
Tracking new leads is a vital part of any sales
process.
Knowing who may be interested in doing
business with you, collecting new possible
contacts at events or via webforms is normal
for most businesses but, tracking them and
qualifying them correctly is where Maximizer
can make a huge difference to conversation
success.
With more than one way to track leads
Maximizer is a great tool for any business.
The Maximizer Leads module allows you to
keep leads separately from the rest of your
Address Book data meaning you can work
through unqualified or Cold information
independently of your core contacts.
With the ability to set up multiple leads
nurturing processes you can nurture leads
from different lead sources independently,
strengthening your customer journey and
focusing your efforts to reach higher
qualification rates.
Ensuring that you keep a track of your leads
and manage your contacts effectively, by
adding notes, documents, emails and track
interactions you can ensure that every
communication is tracked.

Leads Module
Maximizer helps you to schedule and track
follow-ups and appointments to make sure that
you never miss an opportunity to engage with
your leads.
Once a lead is qualified you can quickly and
simply convert the lead into an Address Book
entry by moving it to your primary database.
Maximizer gives you the option to create a
Sales opportunity at the same time, meaning
your sales team can pick up the newly qualified
lead immediately, without delay.
Nurtured leads convert at a higher rate and at a
much quicker speed, having all of your leads in
your CRM system, in a designated module
means you have the tools you need to support
this process.
Helping you to identify which lead source
converts at the highest rate, which nurturing
processes are working and where your most
valuable customers came from.
For more information or to find out how
tracking leads using Maximizer can help your
business, email info@unimaxsolutions.com to
set up a call.

